Copyright protection of digital movie is becoming increasingly important with increasing developing of the information technology. In China, unlimited replication and rapid propagation of the network makes it increasingly difficult to monitor the copyright piracy and illegal dissemination. Currently, encryption and tracking technology is predominantly used for copyright protection of digital film. The law is also committed to combating piracy and protecting copyright. But neither technical protection nor legal protection can achieve the protective effect that is necessary. Every year, the industry loses billions of dollars in revenue and faces the potential loss of hundreds of thousands of jobs. And Chinese laws do not define the consumer's responsibilities. So the legal protection is a little weak in reality. This paper argues that there is a need for an alliance of technology and law.
Introduction
During the late 1990s, another cinematic transition began, from physical film stock to digital cinema technology. Then globally, movies on film are in decline, while digital content proliferates (Filmbug, 2018) . "Interim Provisions of Digital Film Management" issued by the State Administration of Press, Publication, Ratio, Film and Television of the People's Republic of China (SAPPRFT) in 2002, 
Technical Protection Measures
The full digitization of films is an inevitable trend. Although digital movies have many advantages over traditional films, controlling of the content of the digital movie is at of risk. Digital films have been subjected to a variety of infringements, such as illegal copying, illegal dissemination, unlicensed usage.
To some extent, those are piracy. These piracies result in great economic loss to the filmmaker, resulting in disincentive to invest vast sums in this industry.
And pirated films have fundamentally damaged the production capacity of China's film industry and have a greater negative impact on private enterprises. Sixty-five percent of surveyed film companies said piracy seriously hindered the development of China's film industry (Research on the Economic Impact of Film Piracy in China, 2006) . Some small and medium-sized enterprises have withdrawn from the film industry because they are not profitable or even lose money. For the protection of the film industry and the prosperity of culture, copyright protection for digital movie needs much more efforts.
The copyright owners argue that relying solely on the current law of copyright protection is almost an impossible task; therefore, instead of protecting digital movies through the law and litigation alone, many anti-piracy techniques have been developed or are being developed in the first place (Vashistha, Nallusamy, & Paul, 2010) . The technological protection measures play a crucial role in safeguarding the interests of both copyright owners and lawful users of digital movies.
Encryption Technology
The copyright of the film and TV works is owned by the producer, but the copyrights of the screenplay, music and other works that make up the film and TV work can be independently, are exercised by the individual authors alone (The Standing Committee of the National People's Congress, 2001) . The producers can authorize the movie operators to carry out specific issuance and screening.
Then the operators of the film not only directly compete with the film industry for market share, but also grab the opportunity and market with digital piracy. This paper first explores what producers in the movie industry have done to fight unlicensed usage by setting up specific protection technology before screening. Such technology falls under the category of Digital Rights Management (DRM). DRM technologies make it very difficult for a large number of ordinary users to pirate copyrighted movies (Rogers, 2011) . One of the most critical technology is encryption. The term "encryption technology" means the scrambling and descrambling of information using mathematical formulas or algorithms (The Digital Copyright Act: Special Tenth Anniversary Edition).
Copyright owners develop and employ the encryption technology means to prevent piracy for the sole purpose of restricting access to digital movies of illegal uses. This is the first line of protection for movie copyright. The copyright owners have their rights to sell and assign licenses for their works to provide authorization make targeted distribution and dissemination (Adimoolam, John, & Gunashanthi, 2013) , and can isolate from a wide range of unauthorized users through "encryption technology". The licensee can make the effective distribution and viewing of films by obtaining the encryption key from the original copyright owners. But the encryption technology does not completely protect the copyright of digital movie. Because once encryption is removed from digital movie, or the movie was played after encryption is removed, there is no more control on its dissemination (Barni, Bartolini, & Cappellini, 1998) . In reality, the internet is flooded with pirated sources after several days of first broadcast through unauthorized recording and engraving. Even an hour after it was played, the pirated version of the movie was posted online.
Digital Watermarking
The time for encryption protection is very limited. Obviously, once the film is shown, the digital content of movie will be out of control and other measures are needed to protect movies from piracy. In response to the ever-shifting digital piracy, a variety of techniques are developed and deployed security protection for the digital movies over its full Lifecycle, such as the digital watermarking (Kalker, Depovere, Maes, & Haitsma, 1999) . The digital watermarking techniques add another significant layer of protection, acting towards the owners to trace the source of the violation. Digital watermarking is an effective way to protect the copyright of multimedia data even after its transmission (Kalker, Depovere, Maes, & Haitsma, 1999 regarded as a weak signal superimposed in the strong signal of the film itself which had embedded in the digital movie. Therefore, as long as the strength of the weak signal is not higher than the perceptive threshold of the human visual and auditory system, it is difficult to be perceived by the viewer, and it will not affect the quality of the viewing (Gong, Liu, & Wang, 2016) .
2) The digital watermarking aims at providing protection up to the last level of the content handling in the technical system. In order to reach such protection, it proceeds by robust hiding of a message within the media content itself.
This complementary information embedding is achieved by applying imperceptible secret modifications to the content (Delannay & Damien, 2004) . Should the received image be in question, the watermark embedded beforehand can be extracted to indicate the copyright owner of such an image. It makes possible to identify the source, author, creator, owner, distributor, or authorized consumer of digital movie, by means of those unperceivable marks. That accurately discovers the source of unauthorized replicates and track the address of the original source (Langelaar, Setyawan, & Lagendijik, 2000) , and retrace them back to the copyright authorized recipient or legitimate content holder (Adimoolam, John, & Gunashanthi, 2013) . The information obtained by tracing is the factual basis for the right holder to negotiate with the pirates and facilitators and exercise the right, and it can be used as a proof of ownership in front of a court, even to make the copyright owners to win the lawsuit for compensation. So it can play a great deterrent to pirates and facilitators in the content distribution. But no matter what technology is not perfect, there is or will be some defects. Such as, the watermark can only trace the source of piracy, but not prevent piracy in advance.
Encryption technology can't stop illegal distribution once it's been released or the movie is played. Some unauthorized people or enterprises may exploit the defects to make profits through piracy. 
Improving Copyright Protection Law

Current Copyright Protection Law in China
Copyright rules and procedures vary from one country to another (Copyright, 2017 (WIPO Copyright Treaty, 1996) . But copyright protection laws of digital movie in particular were notably loosening currently in China.
The lack of effective protection for the copyright of digital films has forced the government to continue their efforts to better resist piracy and protect copy- (Tong, Yan, & Hao, 2008) . The applications of copyright law have obvious effects that prohibitions against intentional reproduction of copyrighted works, which is often termed "piracy", are quite strong and well-established (Beard, Ford, & Sorek, 2018) . That is to say, punishing piracy, in addition to the loss of money as mentioned above, may result in pirates' cost in lost liberty. These should discourage entry since rigorous enforcement of such provisions increase certain risks of piracy.
3) The Shortage of Current Law In spite of intellectual property laws for regulation and enforcement, and there are varieties of technical protection measures, the prevalence rate for digital piracy remains very high in China (Lee, Paek, & Fenoff, 2018) .
Chinese laws do not define consumers' legal responsibilities in piracy. Most of them choose to pirated movie without any penalty. Meanwhile, there is no actual credit system in China, dishonesty can not be exposed and will not affect their lives.
The price of piracy is too small for individuals, organizations, and participates. And the consequence of piracy is determined mainly according to the amount of illegal income based on tangible standard in the Criminal Law of PRC. But the illegal profits of piracy of digital movie are often hard to calculate exactly online. This little risk prompted many people willing to piracy.
The destructive power of piracy is astonishing. First, piracy may weaken the Chinese film industry's ability to gain market returns, and increase in research costs of copyright protection technology, fundamentally restricts the development of film industry. Second, piracy restricts the original innovation of film industry, in the long run, it will harm the long-term interests of the consumers growing demand for culture. Third, piracy reduces government's fiscal revenue, and increases the cost of the government's anti-piracy, disrupts the normal social economic order (Research on the Impact on Economy of Piracy in China, 2006) . So we must improve the copyright protection law to strengthen the protection effect when the technology protection has expired.
Improving Copyright Protection Law in China
At the moment, piracy is still very serious in China. Statistics show that the domestic film industry is expected to lose more than 1 billion RMB each year due to piracy (It can be located of the pirated source for one hour, when the Film Quality Inspection Institute introduced watermark protection technology, 2016).
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But the compensation of the law is very much lower and a grey area. When somebody filed a lawsuit of copyright infringement, according to a single piece of computation, the compensation of pirating a popular film and television is only tens of thousands of RMB. In the name of unfair competition, the amount of compensation is only about 100,000 RMB to 300,000 RMB (It can be located of the pirated source for one hour, when the Film Quality Inspection Institute introduced watermark protection technology, 2016). But the profits of pirates are often millions. Comparing these two data directly, it is not hard to see why piracy is so rampant in China.
China has to think carefully about how to do better in copyright protection and against piracy. China should learn from good experiences from other countries, when necessary to improve the copyright law. Such as, Trademark law of US banned buying and selling fake and inferior commodities on purpose in the United States, people will face fines of up to $2 million and 10 years in prison, and repeat crime individuals will face fines of up to $5 million and 20 years in prison (Trademark law of the United States of America, 2009). PROTECT IP Act (PIPA) of US prohibited to reprint, upload, download and use non-self-original resources without copyright permission, otherwise it will be subject to heavy fines and years of imprisonment (PROTECT IP Act, 2012). The United States imposes severe penalties on both buyers and sellers of infringement. This is worth studying in China. Because the number of moviegoers reached 1.37 billion in 2016, it is nearly 8.9 percent growth compared with last year. China has become the world's most populous country (The total domestic movie box office over 45 billions 700 million, and the total number of the world's largest screen in 2016, 2017) . The high piracy rate plus the huge moviegoers cause the much more loss and damage of piracy in China. Punishing the large number of moviegoers of pirated movie should be able to play a greater role in curbing piracy. too light to deter pirates in China's current law. China should increase the compensation that any person who violates section of Copyright Law, or any regulation issued under copyright law, intentional and for purposes of commercial advantage or private financial gain shall be imposed according to the amount of illegal profits or in accordance with the amount of damage causing to the right owner, or shall be fined not more than ¥5,000,000. Even if any person pirates for personal entertainment needs, he should pay ¥5000 to the copyright owner once. This article of law should be defined clearly in the chapter of compensation and remedies in Copyright Law.
2) Strengthen Copyright Protection in Criminal Law. Simple civil compensation can not be much deterrent for those financial people or enterprises. Pirates should be punished severely to stop further piracy by criminal laws, if the evi-dence is sufficient. The first case of movie piracy in China in 2016: the website broadcast pirated film and made profit of 110,000 RMB, in exchange for 10 months in prison. The case is the embodiment of the country's judicial and criminal protection of copyright (Pirate film will be sentenced, 2016). But many people think that piracy is just a mistake, not an law-breaking behavior. But piracy is more insidious and easier to spread in digital world, and it can have a great negative impact on the film industry and the national culture, while piracy is hard to prevent in the simple civil compensation in China. So with the purpose of protecting copyrights better, China's criminal law should clearly define criminal charges for piracy and provides severely penalties for crimes against copyright. That is, any person who violates section of copyright protection law, or any regulation issued under copyright law, and constitutes a crime, should be imprisoned for not more than 5 years, beyond the civil compensation. This will make pirates to know that piracy is illegal and they will be fined much more than profits of piracy and the penalty for personal freedom. That would be a better deterrent.
3) Add Legal Provisions to Define and Punish Users of Pirated Products. The users of pirated products should also be punished accordingly. It should distinguish intention from negligence. Unintentional infringement is also illegal, but it may be treated less harshly by courts than intentional infringement (Copyright, 2017) . Eventually, the law-breaking behaviour should be curbed through the use or threat of sanctions (Lee, Paek, & Fenoff, 2018) . In order to do what they are intended to do for the laws, there must be some way to enforce them. There are two types of copyright violation: civil and criminal (Rogers, 2011) . The government should strengthen the construction of network security department of Public Security Bureau and improve the ability of network supervision. When the network security department finds that any person watches or disseminates pirated movie the first time, the network security department should send him the warning email and message. It does inform him the time, website, and content, please stop the violation and delete the content immediately. Meanwhile, the network security department must record the user's information online and upload the electronic records to the credit platform for future reference. The credit platform is built and managed by the government to strengthen integrity management in the whole society.
In 2006, the National Copyright Administration requested that the American Film Institute (IFPI), Business Software Alliance (BSA) China Software Alliance, Kingsoft Co., Ltd., Online Anti-piracy Union, People's Education Press, and other rights holder organizations to collect information about network infringement and piracy cases, and utilize their online reporting systems to widely collect clues and evidence from the public. The National Copyright Administration gathered evidence of 302 cases in only one month's time after starting the special campaign. These cases came from 31 provinces across China. These intensive activities enhanced the profile of the Chinese government in intellectual property right protection (Tong, Yan, & Hao, 2008) . The website of "Wine City X. Liu, Y. F. Zha Cinema" (http://vod.luzhou.net/) has illegally uploaded and disseminated 400 films from the end of 2004 to 2006, including "ghost fog", which are copyrighted by the member companies of MPAA, without the permission of the right holders, and made profits by means of online viewing. The cinema has received the following penalties: 1) To stop the infringements; 2) Fine of 10,000 RMB (The National Copyright Administration of China announced the typical cases of online copyright infringement and piracy in 2006, 2007) . These measures can record and provide evidences and digital data for legal sanctions when it is necessary. The "Wine City Cinema" has received the following penalties: 1) To stop the infringements; 2) Fine of 10,000 RMB (The National Copyright Administration of China announced the typical cases of online copyright infringement and piracy in 2006, 2007) .
If any person uses or disseminates pirated products, the monitoring system should send the user warning email or message. If the user behaves multiple times, the monitoring system should bring this user into the dishonest blacklist.
The Information Department of government should build and improve the credit monitoring, warning and disciplinary mechanism, to promote credit information sharing, to announce and warn the dishonest person, so as to improve the integrity level of the whole society. The website is ceditchina.gov.cn which is just a platform to undertake these functions. And Anhui province has operated Any person who uses pirated products habitually or has other serious plots, such as downloading the movie without authorization and disseminating it, People's Court of China may be fined not more than ¥50,000 or imprisoned for not more than 5 years, or both. Of course, a copyright owner whose copyright is violated should file a lawsuit to stop further infringements (violations) immediately, when you find the piracy (Copyright, 2017) . In this way, the judicial authority can intervene in specific cases more quickly and take measures to protect copyright.
Those should be clearly stipulated in the relevant laws, such as Information Security Law, Regulation on the Protection of the Right to network Dissemination of Information, Administrative protection method of Internet Copyright, Copyright Law, Criminal Law and so on.
In reality, these users of digital movies may not be aware of the legal consequences associated with unlawful use or sharing of copyrighted content online. The government must tell them the legal rules addressing such behavior through legal advocacy and education (Lee, Paek, & Fenoff, 2018) . Then the law enforcement agencies shall strictly enforce the law. After that, severity and certainty of the punishment should have a direct impact on an individual's attitude toward digital piracy (Lee, Paek, & Fenoff, 2018) .
As mentioned above, it is almost an impossible task, relying solely on the current law or technical measures, the copyright protection for digital movie needs much more efforts.
Coalition of Technologies and Laws
Today, copyright protection is no longer a complicated issue that is only of interest and concern to copyright lawyers, legal scholars, and technology developers. Rather, it is a matter of public significance, relating to politics, economy, culture and so on, affecting all of us in our daily lives (Yu, 2004) . Because despite preventive measures to curb piracy, pirating digital movies remain prevalent in China, impacting a variety of stakeholders-industry officials, copyright owners, and policy makers (Lee, Paek, & Fenoff, 2018) . While a wide range of theoretical perspectives and constructs have been used to explain the technical protection of digital movies, or legal protection in digital copyrights, few studies have simultaneously considered the relationship between technology and law, the operability of the coalition, when cope with the digital piracy (Lee, Paek, & Fenoff, 2018) . The spirit of mutual cooperation is still weak in China, and most of them are only self-reliable and do not form a unified anti-piracy coalition. The practice has proved that legal copyright protection is passive and temporary in nature, while technical protection is active but unavoidably flawed. No single method could find and handle all of piracy. Each different method would give different results (Rogers, 2011) , the actual effect of copyright protection is to be tested in a very competitive marketplace.
A more active coalition of technology and law is necessary and urgent. The starting point of this section is the coalition of technology and law to achieve good results of one plus one over two in the fight against piracy and the protection of copyright. Optimal copyright policy, then, necessitates the balancing of these two methods, yet ultimately complementary and promoting each other. The difficult of this section is how to make good cooperation, to win the precious time for each other, minimize the loss caused by piracy.
Severe Punishment is the Strong Defense
Technology has always protected digital movie from its generation to the market X. Liu, Y. F. Zha operation actively. Once electronic content-such as a password to access a website's resources-has been released, it is very difficult to prevent it from being shared. This disclosure often represents economic harm to the content's owner and others. Most attempts to prevent unauthorized sharing of digital content have been based on technology, but these approaches are not always applicable (as with passwords). There are varieties of ways to pirate digital movies illegitimately, and it would seem that there are millions of people around China doing it every time and everywhere (Rogers, 2011) .
This means that the first defense line of technology has failed. Then the second line of tracking is about to play its due role. Usually, it's digital watermarking. It could accurate positioning to elaborate of the production, transmission, distribution and projection that made traceable to the last authorized recipient (Rogers, 2011) . It can provide digital data for the copyright owners to use commercial negotiation to obtain compensation. If the negotiations are unsuccessful or the result is unsatisfactory, the right holders have better file a lawsuit as soon as possible based on the evidences gathered through technology. The court shall make a proper judgment in accordance with law and facts, and administrative department shall take administrative sanctions. Legal punishment should be carried out to prevent harm or the further damage as soon as possible.
The law has a strong deterrent effect, confirms the legitimate rights of the copyright owners and makes them to obtain compensation for the loss. The law is the last defensive line for copyright protection, capturing and punishing the leaking fish of defensive techniques. At the same time, it can gain valuable time to rearrange the defensive techniques for the copyright owner, and does not make the damage of piracy for further expansion. Many customer may complain about copyright owners' using of legal sanctions to prevent or deter piracy of digital movie. But this is indeed a necessary means of stimulating creative activity and flourishing digital movies. Harsh punishment will deter people from piracy, when the pirates lose a lot of money or even personal freedom according to the copyright protection law.
Without drawing too sharp a line between technology and law, it is a dynamic coalition between technology and law to deal with the changing meaning of digital piracy. In other words, the technology could provide some reliable evidences through the watermarking tracking technology, and the law is the final barrier to copyright. Law enforcers apply the law to crack down on piracy and punish the pirates to stop further piracy. Obviously, the laws designed to imposing legal sanctions on pirates do no work alone. In piracy cases, the pirates must be identified, and evidence must be gathered to make a case against them in court. It needs to use different tools and techniques (Rogers, 2011) .
Upgrading Technology is the Vanguard of Piracy War
There is no doubt that law plays an important role in protecting copyright. But the legal protection is passive, does not actively intervene. It needs the copyright owner to file a lawsuit, otherwise the courts can not initiate the legal procedure.
When the copyright owners lack of or miss evidence, or the right holders think that the lawsuit may outweigh the gains, litigation will not happen, and the legal protection is relatively weak. By all accounts, there are millions of pirates online at any given moment, and clearly copyright holders could never sue every one.
In this sense, enforcement is often more about managing the amount of digital piracy going on at any time than it is about suing all piracy (Rogers, 2011) . And law enforcement does not have the resources to handle thousands of smaller cases for limited gains (Rogers, 2011) . So the lawsuit is suitable for the serious case, because it needs a long period and to take a lot of manpower and material resources. One of examples is the case of Authors Guild v. Google. The Authors Guild, a professional organization that advocates for authors' rights, filed a lawsuit against the Internet company Google Inc. over Google's scanning of millions of copyrighted books. The case took ten years (Copyright, 2017) . Meanwhile, the deterrent effect is passive too. People do not break the law if they are afraid of law-breaking consequences. In contrast, some people may take law-breaking behaviors when they have fearless or fluke mind to escape of law risk.
The right holder should have active consciousness that the problem of technology should be good at using technology to restrain firstly under the strong support and affirmation of the law. Copyright security relies more on technical protection under the harsh punishment of the law normally. This means the right holders need to develop technologies that will be carried out in order to identify and address the vulnerabilities of current technical measures, then update the protection technology. The right holders and government should further invest in and accelerate the development of technology in copyright protection. On the one hand, it can solve the problem of proof by means of technology, so as to help the right holders to protect rights quickly and conveniently (Guo Qi, 2015) . On the other hand, the government should actively explore the establishment of a transparent, neutral, authoritative credit service platform to record, publicize and manage the credit situation of enterprises and individuals, in order to connect with the social life in the future and warn the faithless.
The law is the strongest rear camp, which is passive but reliable, and frightens all persons within the scope of the law. It can also crack down on pirates, when the right holders file a lawsuit, and the evidence is conclusive. The practice had proved that the law, controlled by lawmakers and law executors, could be relied on in a copyright crisis. And the technology is a flexible fighter. Technical measures, controlled by copyright owners, are much more convenient and common than legal sanction. Though it can't beat the piracy every time and everywhere, it has weathered most of the attacks from piracy, and just leaved a small fraction of the piracy behind it, waiting for the law to dispose. This is the meaning of coalition of law and technology. They keep close cooperation, timely attack piracy and safeguard copyright.
Bound and Mutually Reinforcing between Technology and Law
Interestingly, the practical differences of copyright protection between technology and law are mirrored in their different in detection and implementation.
Technical protection focuses on prevention first. Meanwhile, technology itself is neither good nor bad, it simply is. Technology is neutral; it is what we do with technology that determines whether it protects copyright or damages and makes copyright protection more difficult (Rogers, 2011) .
When destruction, that is, piracy occurs, technology of copyright owner begins to track the source of piracy, then the copyright owners negotiate with the relevant person and file a lawsuit, based on evidences obtained by technology.
With no specific technology support, copyright owners have no way searching, capturing and keeping evidence to negotiate with pirates and get the compensation from judgment (Tong, Yan, & Hao, 2008) .
In contrast, the law focuses on punishing the pirates after the piracy, when right holders file a lawsuit. The law escorts the copyright owners and maintains the protection technology, and denies or bans law-breaking operations of technology, and punishes law-breaking person with legal sanction. And the pre-set laws serve to warn and deter people after the enactment of the copyright protection law. It is clear that the piracy is illegal and will be punished accordingly. So people dare not break the law in general.
First, protection technology has prevented the piracy from technology rookies.
Most pirates who do not have sophisticated computer technology should be stopped by protective technologies. Second, the pre-set laws keep law-abiding people away from piracy. The vast majority of people are more law-abiding and don't pirate when the law doesn't allow it. Third, harsh laws punish pirates, forcing those people, who are probably not very law-abiding persons, to experience the serious consequences of piracy. This forces them to stay away from piracy. These can compress the living space of piracy, and make piracy unprofitable. Then people may dare not pirate, or think that it is not worth piracy.
Hence, the strong defense worked closely with the intrepid vanguard to win the copyright war. Even if piracy is not eliminated completely, the number of piracy will also be greatly reduced. The coalition will win and get the Great Wall of the copyright kingdom.
Conclusion
In a digital world, the content of digital film travels so quickly and access can be easily attained. The copyright protection of digital film has been a crucial issue.
All of the above efforts would play significant roles in copyright protection of digital movie and make protecting content more efficient. But Chinese should be aware that you are still at the very beginning stage (Tong, Yan, & Hao, 2008) , sustained effort is still needed. In fact, it has much distance to travel before it reaches our ideal standard of copyright protection. Improving copyright law, enforcing the law and real-time update technology is a large and difficult task. It is necessary for the whole society to work together, especially the effort of law makers, law enforcement agents, technical engineers.
The ideal state is that coalition of technology and law reflect our determination to ensure that piracy in the digital environment must be eliminated before it can become too entrenched. Such coalition focuses on enhanced protection, extended control, criminalization of infringements and effective exclusion mechanisms.
In reality, even if there are relatively comprehensive laws and perfect technology, there is still a gap between ideal and reality. The practical application of compliance obligations through effective enforcement has been, and continues to be, the most difficult area with which to contend. It is fair to say that the copyright protection of digital movies has leaved much to be desired. China must continue to work hard to reduce the impact of piracy.
In terms of digital movies, this study uncovers other possible factors that may affect engagement in digital piracy of movies, which could serve as the basis for future research into the phenomenon of digital piracy.
